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About us

Responsible for 11% of Earth’s airspace
 80 million passengers, 4 million aircraft movements p.a.
 4400 employees including 1,000 air traffic controllers and 800 ARFF personnel   

Government owned Corporation providing
 Air Traffic Separation and Navigation Services
 Aviation Rescue & Fire Fighting (ARFF) Services
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Service delivery

Phases of flight
 Tower controllers manage 

aircraft and vehicle 
movements on taxiways, 
runways and in the immediate 
vicinity of airport

 Terminal Area controllers 
manage aircraft arriving and 
departing from major airports 
(40nm approx)

 Enroute controllers manage 
the flow of aircraft in the 
cruise phase

 Aviation rescue fire fighters 
are ready to respond to 
incidents at major airports 
around the country
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Air traffic control centres
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Air traffic control towers
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Aviation rescue and fire fighting services
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Surveillance 
 Radars - 11 enroute  

and 8 terminal
 ADSB - 29 ground 

stations

Navigation:
 Over 500 traditional  

nav-aids

Communications:
 2 main hubs
 24 regional hubs
 156 remote sites

Surveillance, navigation and communications



IMS program snapshot



The goal

 Improve internal effectiveness
 Visible cross business processes
 Clear roles and responsibilities
 Information at your fingertips
 Delivering outcomes

 Higher levels of compliance and assurance
 Obligation to individuals traceability
 Improved assurance

 Increase customer value add
 Safe, Reliable and Efficient



IMS (BPM) Approach
Identify the 
processes

connect 
and align

improve 
processes

= High Performing Organisation



Insight – Current state

High Performing Organisation

P&E Process – Fault reported to fault cleared.

Support the development of customer 
focused, streamlined and compliant 

processes.



Top 10 Tips for success



1. We’re not different

The DNA of your business may be different, but it shares many common 
elements with that of others. 

• Look for similar organisations and the lessons they have learnt. Most 
will share their experience. Many face similar issues.
• Positive lessons are your opportunities to seize.
• Negative lessons are your risks to avoid.

• This is the cheapest way to reduce risk in your project and realize the 
opportunity ahead. 

• “Like” organisations, who may wish to talk their journey, can aid in 
Change Management with your Management and Workforce. 



2. Leadership buy-in
• Have a clear link to strategic business objectives. In 

business language demonstrate how you will achieve the 
strategic objectives. 

• Don’t talk product! It is an enabler, but not the solution.
• Have a view of the end state. Vision helps bring the 

business with you. Develop this from your problem 
statement of what needs fixing.

• Start small and get some traction. Demonstrate 
achievement, and get your Leadership team to tell the 
business about it. Who doesn’t want to be associated 
with success? 



3. Lets skip to the chase.
• Often projects have been driven to cut cost and hence not 

waste time on modelling the current state. Lessons learnt 
were, don’t skip the “as is” view of business. 
• Demonstrating benefits may be difficult without 

understanding where you are measuring from. 
• Helps you visualize to users the current state problem. 

Creates the desire for change and hence realize 
benefit quicker.

• Helps you plan the change and do real business 
process improvement. 

• Helps the business to learn what is process, before 
they try to fix it.



4. Are we on the same page?
The business process language used in your business 

may well be very different to what is being 
introduced. This can be a great source of confusion 
and misunderstanding if not caught early.

• Current document or information management 
practice in your business may have unique 
definitions that have evolved over time.

• How will you communicate the transition from 
current to future if we aren’t talking the same 
language.



5. Change
Theory, strategy, and plans are all nice, it is the doing that 

matters. 
• How have you helped others to be Aware? 

Communicate, demonstrate, and relate to them.
• Once they see the problem, and agree the solution 

approach, how will you meet their Desire for change? 
Vision, plans, answers.

• What will you do to ensure the solution is sustained and 
maintained? Support the change by giving them the 
Knowledge, Ability and Reinforcement which empowers 
them to solve their problems themselves. 

• Be prepared to repeat this as many times as required.



6. WiiFM
Look at the various business stakeholders involved and 

determine “What’s in it For Me”. 
• Know the process groups in your business and the 

unique issues they face. Tailor the communications to 
them.

• Demonstrate awareness of their issues and how you 
can help.

• Ensure they have a role to play in addressing their 
issues so they own the result.

• Structure content to aid them performing their roles.
• Celebrate and recognise success .



7. KISS

Keep it simple.
• Have a realistic view of your business maturity against some 

benchmark model. I.e. CMMI 
• Aim to move the business to the next realistic step/s while bringing 

the people with you. 
• Consider training to improve business capability in basic BPM 

skills.  The overall business ability needs to be considered.
• Consider a phased approach or a program view to move your 

whole business over.



8. Maintain your profile
Your audience is likely flooded with an array of 
information on a daily basis. They will filter, select or 
delete this based on their WiiFM view.
 Demonstrate you hear their issues. 
 Visualise the message – less words.
 Keep the message simple and focussed.
 A little bit regular, keeps the business aware.
 Get other managers or individuals to speak for you. It 

is easier for an audience to accept change when it is 
coming from one of their own team members or 
managers.



9. End user focus
It is great to develop a process view of the business to aid 
improvement and decision making. But the real users of the 
processes are the rest of the business. The last thing you want 
is users to get lost in the system.
 Design your Business Management System to aid the end 

user find and access information quickly. 
 Structure or organise content the way they understand. 
 Consider human factors such as choice of colour, Icons, 

number of clicks required, performance and make it intuitive.



10. The “Ah ha” stories
Demonstrate the work you are doing is revealing the real 

problem and highlighting the benefits attainable.
• Build your story boards with visuals and simple 

messages that any person in the business can 
understand.

• The “tool” can get the information to support your 
messages, but the story is about the business.

• Link the problem, solution approach, benefits and 
strategic alignment in simple terms in the one story 
board.

• You may have multiple stories, pick one at a time to 
relate and solve.


